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To Ion Codrescu and his Romanian friends and colleagues 
who are immeasurably contributing to the formation of 
an invisible bridge of spiritual unity between East and 
West — spanning the years between Bashō’s times and 
ours. In this way, as Wordsworth wrote in “To the Skylark,” 
we are

 “True to the kindred points of heaven and home.”

H. F. Noyes, Winter ’95





Foreword
Living the Haiku Spirit with H. F. Noyes

 The true spirit of a writer emanates through the color 
and depth of his or her voice. So it is with H. F. (Tom) Noyes, 
a writer whose poignant poetry reflects a deep affection for 
the planet and all it embraces.
 A retired New York psychologist now residing in 
Greece, this poet has gained world-wide recognition as a 
respected haikuist and a frequently published writer on 
the aesthetics of this genre. Having written more seascape 
haiku and sequences than any other haikuist I’m aware of, 
Noyes’s list of credits include publications in Japan, China, 
Romania, Croatia, Canada, England and New Zealand, 
and world anthologies. Frederick A. Raborg, Jr., editor of 
Amelia and Cicada (USA), regards Noyes as one of the 
most prolific of Western haiku poets to date.
 For those less familiar with haiku, a most important 
aspect is that it shares a moment happening right now. Often 
the subject is so small and seemingly insignificant that only 
an acute “haiku eye” may see what it matters. Noyes has 
a preference for haiku devoid of poetics —haiku that are 
“simple, colloquial and unpretentious, artless in intention.” 
“At its best,” he says, “the haiku comes shimmering out of 
nothingness with a glimmer of insight into the universal 
nature of things.”
 Noyes is a recognized poet, in our Western sense, but it 
is in his haiku that his sensitivity, perception and profundity 
come through with the most vivid clarity. Influenced by the 
work of the old Japanese masters, and by classical Chinese 
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poetry and Zen philosophy, he escorts the reader along 
paths of inner and outer exploration that deepen the senses 
and open the heart to fresh awareness.
 Experience now the celebrations and calm, august 
essence of Noyes’s world in Between Two Waves. Share the 
innocent joy of a young boy’s belly flop, the gracefulness 
of a pickerel’s leap into the morning air — and board the 
poet’s rowboat on still Greek waters.

  resting the oars
  not a thought in the world . . .
  the sounds under silence

Elizabeth St Jacques (Canada)
November, 1994
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Introduction

 Water pervades H. F. Noyes’s latest collection of haiku. 
It appears in various forms and mood: meandering through 
meadows, rushing through canyons, plummeting as white 
rapids, resting in ponds, coursing over river beds, and filling 
the expansive seas. Water is an essential and mysterious 
substance. Most of our human body is composed of water 
and it covers three-quarters of our planet’s surface. Biology 
suggests that all life originally arose from the primeval 
oceans. Within our mothers, it is the fluid in which we 
ourselves as embryos form. In ancient myths a great flood 
cleansed the earth. Tears, with the salinity of ocean water, 
carry grief from our systems. The space between waves, that 
too is a part of the ocean, a part of the rippling stream. In 
the midst of activity and swirling transformations resides 
the stillness and silence.
 A predominate theme in Between Two Waves is 
embodied in the notion “as above so below.” In several of 
Noyes’s poems, the vast ocean mirrors the starry sky just 
as a dew drop would reflect the sun. The minute and the 
cosmic simultaneously are held in water, in words. Oceans 
and rivers on the earth reflect the heavens above: the two 
are inseparable. And in the middle is a spark of awareness, 
the poet’s perception of the interpenetrating of all things, 
the oneness of the universe.
 Water or its suggested presence can be found in all 
the poems. Given this overt theme, Between Two Waves 
conveys a wide spectrum of feelings as well as many distinct 
moments of wonder and beauty. Each poem deserves its 
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own time to reveal the depth of insight H. F. Noyes brings 
into his writings.
 The following is my personal response to selected 
haiku. Each of these especially appealed to me. The span 
of moods indicates the diversity contained in Between Two 
Waves.

     wild phlox in bloom —
  the night stream’s inky spill
     over moonlit fields

The dark ribbon of water is a tantalizing inverse of the Milky 
Way lighting a sky path above. A richness of perception 
is achieved by bringing our attention to the darkness and 
what we don’t see. The moonlit fields become a matrix for 
the mysterious darkness. The fragrance of wild phlox fills 
the night in a way that is beyond what is visible. The world 
is brimming over.

     flooded meadow —
  crickets cling to the riggings
     in the grass clumps

At first there is amusing delight in thinking of the 
seamanship of crickets. Then we become aware of ourselves 
in the instincts of other creatures and the flooded meadow 
swells into a stormy ocean. The small contains the immense. 
By experiencing sympathy with other beings we find the 
deeper parts of ourselves. The desire to survive and the 
courage to continue motivates all beings. How much like 
shipwrecked sailors these little creatures come to us in this 
haiku. Humor and tragedy are distilled in a single image in 
the meadow.
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  raking aside leaves
  on the backyard pond
  I release the moon

The idea that a simple act such as moving leaves aside can 
impact the cosmos is truly beautiful. The moon — swathed 
in dull, unreflecting leaves — suddenly floats free, clear 
and bright on the pond, just as if the winds of heaven have 
blown aside the darkening clouds. This poem feels calm, 
a breath of stillness as we see the moon’s sweet light on 
the dark surface. On another level, how freeing within 
ourselves, when we are able to sweep away the fallen leaves 
of some past event that has troubled our way. The surface is 
wiped clean and the light once again shines forth. The light 
is always there, only obscured by fallen leaves or memories. 
The word “release” brings special power into this poem. We 
can interact creatively with the universe to bring light into 
the world. And yet, it is a selfless letting-go that allows the 
moon to shine forth.

  cliffside siesta —
  flow of the rock face
  into my sleep

The sound of the ocean echoes along the cliff. The rock, so 
solid compared to water, even to flesh, retains the shape 
of another time when it too was fluid — a deeper, longer 
time. As the poet falls asleep the solid world melts and the 
cool rock with its ancient secrets merges with the sleeper. 
The sleeper, in turn, flows into the rock face, becoming one 
with the earth and its primeval stirrings.
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  shooting the rapids —
  even the back of his head
  looks surprised

The hyperbole is brilliant and makes this a remarkably 
funny and memorable poem. How can the back of anyone’s 
head show emotion? And yet, we know (now that we’ve 
read this haiku) that it is utterly possible and true. The 
feeling is the poem! That moment when the raft tips over 
the rapids and the world drops away, the whole being 
focuses and surrenders to that moment. Hair flying, spume 
blowing, the thrashing river roaring — the wild scenery 
and emotional intensity are beautifully compressed in this 
haiku. Just standing on the bank or following in the next 
raft, we share the other’s reality for this brief and startling 
second. We can laugh at ourselves and the wonder of being 
so completely alive.

  wake of the storm —
  broken wings inseparable
  from the sand

This is a painful poems of loss. Yet, it exquisitely honors the 
reality of suffering — a broken bird, washed ashore and half 
buried in the sand. The beach too has been pounded by the 
same brutal storm. Already, the creature begins to return 
to the earth. In its heart-rending death we see the pain and 
tragedy of all wings that are broken, dreams and birds that 
will never be able to take wing and soar, to follow their true 
nature. The cold heavy weight of the sand is palpable. The 
grief and loss are real. Poems such as this give back to the 
world the courage to face the storm, not by denying the 
pain but by acknowledging it. Life deepens with this honest 
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inclusion. I would cry for the broken wings, for they, too, 
are mine. But in knowing this I remember my wings. And 
in this way, though broken, they are not lost.

  crossing the night sky —
  oars dipped in the glassy sea
  scoop the moon

An excellent example of the “below” mirroring the “above.” 
The boat floats in the infinity of the sky/ocean. And in 
the midst of this a gesture, an action that touches the 
cosmos — a tiny oar in the ocean touches the moon. All 
things, all beings touch one another. No life is alone. Such 
deep stillness from horizon to horizon, from the glassy 
surface to the zenith of the sky. And yet there is purpose 
and direction as the oars dip into the sea and stir the moon. 
That gesture like a breath is in the moment. All eternity 
surrounds us all the time. Yet we move through it oar 
stroke by oar stroke.
 The special beauty and depth in H. F. Noyes’s work 
reveal both the moment as time and the same moment as 
eternity. The flowing waters on this wondrous earth are the 
waters that also flow unhindered in the realm of spirit. The 
poems of H. F. Noyes bridge the heavens with the earth. 
They are the silent gateway between two waves.

Ebba Story
San Francisco, January, ’95
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Grateful acknowledgment for prior publication to Modern 
Haiku, Frogpond, Brussels Sprout, Amelia, Cicada, wind 
chimes, KÕ, Woodnotes, Dragonfly, Dragonfly East/West, 
Parnassus Literary Journal, old pond, Albatross, Sparrow, 
Orphic Lute, Reflect, Mirrors, New Cicada, Prophetic Voices, 
Lynx, Geppo, Hummingbird, Spin, Inkstone, Piedmont 
Literary Review, Amber, The Red Pagoda, The Archer, Voices 
International, Sea Oats, Point Judith Light, Haiku Headlines, 
Late Knocking, Broken Streets, Catalyst, Fire, Mainichi Daily 
News, Yomiuri Shimbun, Azami, Ito-En, North Carolina 
Haiku Society, Kaji Aso Twelve Animals chapbook, 
Timepieces Calendar 1995, and the anthologies Four 
Seasons, The Poet, Snowmoon, HSA Members’ Anthology 
1994, and Bristol Banner Books’ Eugene Fields memorial 
anthology.
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  “heard, half-heard, in the silence
  Between two waves . . .”
    T. S. Eliot, “Little Gidding”
    Four Quartets





INLAND WATERS

just sitting here
the tide of the river
coming and going

moonlight crossing —
running water’s sound
in light and shade



   spring daybreak —
birdsong ringing off the rocks
   drowns the creek sound

   wild phlox —
the night stream’s inky spill
   over moonlit fields
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river burst
through canyon rocks —
a macaw’s squawk

shooting the rapids —
even the back of his head
looks surprised

free-soaring condors . . .
deep in the steep-sided gorge
the roaring waters
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catching snags
in the trout stream weeds
it starts to rain

light rain pelts
the spawning steelhead —
all one dance

April dusk —
wisps of white foam
where the river was
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rank waterplants
high over river mist
rooted in space

having got past them
the paddling comes easier —
droopy willows
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resting the oars
not a thought in the world . . .
the sounds under silence
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the morning’s joy
in the flicking tail
of the pickerel

skittering breeze —
colors of the kite
cross the carp pond

   flooded meadow —
crickets cling to the riggings
      in the grass clumps
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rusty toy truck
stuck on the mudbank —
a cargo of blossoms

a boy’s torn shirt
on the hickory branch . . .
belly flop

solemn tykes squat
round a heap of wet stones —
tadpole funeral
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river nightwinds —
a woman dips her wash
in the rippling moon

marina night breeze —
moored boats pitching shadows
into the moon’s path
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in the cool of night
my sounds on the footbridge
under the moon
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dockside tryst —
     gull a stowaway
          on a sailing cloud

way down under
     bridge piles dance
          among the sunwaves

watching in wonder
     water’s silent raptures
          mingling with the moon
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feeling foolish love
for the water in the stream
just passing by

breaststroke together —
the creaking water wheel
at the old mill pond

I thought I heard
your paddle dipping . . .
only a loon
  (from a Chippewa love song)1
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   delta dawn —
a smoky sky colors
      the seaweed smell

   man fishing —
osiers leave faint traces
      on the fog2
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just now the sound
of the fisherman’s song
reeled out and in
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   lakeshore daybreak —
mallards drifting in
      on a tide of light

   steep-heeling sloop —
the towering mast so still
      on the running cloud
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halfway home
old summer pleasure boat
slowed by the moon

steamboat sleep —
sidewheels trying
not to wake us
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tugboats moored
at the Marseilles dock —
the Gertrude, the Alice B.

spicy roman —
slitting the pages
a garbage scow goes by
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arguing a point
the tug that never moved
has passed

waiting for fireworks —
old stone warehouse stares
from across the flume
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   coursing the Congo —
the long riverbark
      propelled by song

   quiet oars
up the unwary river
      in the twilight

   midstream halt —
the gaucho looks up
      at the falling stars
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   a boatman’s song
starts the wadi babbling —
      drought’s end

   opening the sluice
to fill the great bed of greens —
      peace of sundown

   a mist of stars —
mountain water flickering
      through dark corn
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bright fall day —
the brook wandering off
its shimmer lingers

churchbells peal —
a float of leaves moves faster
down the canal
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deepening autumn —
soundless drift of leaves
against the boathouse

raking aside leaves
on the backyard pond
I release the moon
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frozen marshland —
the moonshiner’s rowboat
moored to its shadow

the Dogstar splays
on the black December creek —
water sounds grow faint
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THE OCEAN

skysail swells
in a sea saga’s breeze —
China Clipper

sound of glaciers
in a Far North poem
calving into the sea

45



light snowfall
on the tucked-in heads
of drifting seabirds

snow on the headland —
a lost lamb’s bleating
blows out to sea
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sea rock
in an old man’s shape —
another spring

seaview path —
first youth in the scent
of dying pines

47



crossing the night sky — 
oars dipped in the glassy sea
scoop the moon
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tots at the seashore
filling and emptying
another day

summer’s children
carried off to bed
sand between the toes
  (after Katherine Mansfield)3
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Meditation Sequence

deserted strand —
round and round my empty head
white butterflies

combers crash —
sheltering beneath
a cloud of sound

sea voice veiled
grains of thoughts receding
with each wave
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   in an old renga
“as if longing for someone”
      the tide comes in

   faded maroon —
the weathered sails
      evoke an autumn love
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long overdue —
watching the pier end
move into mist

evening calm —
waiting for a wave
to slap the quay
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lightning flash at sea —
near shore on a sunken shard
Etruscan eyes gleam
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islandtop sun —
lamplit trawlers skirt
the black foothills

on wet sand
the spill of the moon
sponged up by each wave

an echoing silence
beneath the reach of stars
the shining sea
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eider duckling
breeze twitching the seaweed
flees for its life

mewing of gulls —
my godchild shows she knows
the ancient language

watching in shallows —
which among the wrigglers
are the rocks
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dragon kite
snaking above the bathers
bites the air

the wading nuns
chased by a sea breeze —
billowing clouds

skinny dip —
a touch of starlight
all she wears
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on the glittering sea one of those dark bobbing heads is mine

surfer in surge and seethe of combers lost and found



Summer Shores

plankton floats
on fronds of sea fern —
an undertow snow

quay at dusk —
all but the sighing surf
turns silent

my upturned face
meets a spray of stars —
midnight strand
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summer heatstorm —
lentil soup left simmering
in the beach hut

by anchored warships
youngsters scour the beaches
hunting good-luck stones
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another oil slick —
down among sea-washed stones
flicker of life

on wet sand
slither of moonlight probes
the dead seal’s cub

62



ocean’s distant roar
pours into the hollow
of the conch shell

cliffside siesta —
flow of the rock face
into my sleep

63



chugging back to port
a luckless day with the nets —
the mackerel sky
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toward sundown
the black sea rocks
speak first of the night

Icarian cove —
sea from a dark sleep
washes on the moon’s path
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summer tempest —
sheltering lee of the mountain
sound of no sound

storm’s end —
the summer sea spreads out
toward far horizons

cove at sunset —
flame-red rock tones
breach the silence
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black pup
pouncing along the shoreline
nips the foam

clam dig —
the dog still expects us
to turn up a bone

68



plip-plop of rain —
little peepholes opening
in crusty sand

riding a wave
the sea onion steals the race
from a melon rind

69



that small pebble
I tried to pick up
jumped a foot
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Kea Island Sequence

sunlit shoal —
a wavelet jolts a school
of minnow shadows

I am something
drifting at the sea’s edge
grazed by sand

72



chalk-white houses
tumbling down steep hillsides
stop just short of the sea

ahead on the point
lighthouse or house of light? . . .
through mist the cross
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   old shipyard —
skinny urchins darting
      under the boatribs

   rainwater glazing
the Halloween hues —
      trawler graveyard
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harbor sundown —
black boats manned by shadows
putting out to sea
  (after Katherine Mansfield)4
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   island crest —
pine needle hides
      the distant steamer

   seabirds asleep
wave-tossed
      into the moon’s path
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full moon rising
the far-flung nets
catch only stars
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boatride in fall —
our pitching prow may pierce
those low-lying clouds

squall at sea —
strains of a sailor’s song
in the flying foam

wake of the storm —
broken wings inseparable
from the sand

80



moonless night —
the autumn sea just a sound
here at my window
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Afterword

Noyes was introduced to haiku through the Blyth volumes 
recommended to him in his twenties by John Cage, the 
composer, during intermission at a Town Hall recital in 
New York City. A 25-year practice in psychotherapy delayed 
publication of his first book until 1983 — soon followed by 
two more published by Parkway Creative Communications 
Ltd., London. Just Floating Here and Oar Under Water are 
recent publications in limited editions. Some of the “Inland 
Waters” haiku in this book were inspired by memories of 
his native Oregon. Most of the haiku in the section “The 
Ocean” were evoked by summer wanderings on the Greek 
islands.

  Inside me
  the sea spreads deep —
  calm to its edges
    Angelos Sikelianos5

Notes:

1. American Indian Prose and Poetry, ed. Margot Astrov.
2. Inspired by the painting “Man Fishing,” by Ma Yuan.
3. The Journal of Katherine Mansfield, ed. J. Middleton Murry.
4. Ibid.
5. From “Return,” trans. by Edmund Keeley and Philip Sherrard, Selected Poems.
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Addenda

Page 27: “solemn tykes squat” was awarded first prize in 
Season category in 1994 Hawai’i Education Association’s 
International Haiku Contest.

Page 32: “just now the sound” was awarded a top prize in 
Mainichi Daily News International Haiku Contest 1985.*

Page 34: “halfway home” was awarded second prize in 
Lucille Sandberg Haiku Awards 1987.

Page 43: “frozen marshland” was awarded first place in 
North Carolina Haiku Society International Contest 
1991.**

Page 46: “light snowfall” was awarded a certificate of merit 
and honorary plaque from the Aichi Prefecture in Nagoya, 
Japan (through KŌ Magazine, Autumn-Winter 1988-89).

Page 47: “seaview path” was awarded first prize in the 
Hildegarde Janzen Oriental Poetry Forms Awards 1987.

Page 64: “chugging back to port” was awarded a top prize 
in Mainichi Daily News International Haiku Contest 1988.

* An alternate version — “just now the sound / of a fisherman’s song — / the 
quiet shore” — received first prize in Lucille Sandberg Haiku Awards 1985.

** A variant version was awarded third place in Lucille Sandberg Haiku 
Contest 1991.
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